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TEFL Teacher

Apply Now

Company: Classroom Recruiters

Location: Derby

Category: educational-instruction-and-library

Exciting Opportunity: TEFL Teacher

Are you ready to make a difference in the lives of secondary school students in Derby?

We're on the lookout for a dedicated TEFL Teacher to work in a specialist environment

where every child's learning journey matters.

Location: Derby

Age Range: Secondary

Type of Role: Full-time

Days a Week: Monday to Friday

Salary: £30,000 to £41,000

Qualifications: QTS, PGCE, or equivalent

Start Date: ASAP, but flexible for the right person.

About the Role:
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As a TEFL Teacher, you'll work closely with small groups of secondary school pupils who are

learning English as a foreign language. Your role is crucial in creating a supportive and

inclusive environment where every student feels valued and encouraged to learn. We're

seeking individuals who are caring, committed, positive, resilient, and fun. You'll have the

opportunity to teach a full timetable, collaborate effectively with our team, and receive

support from senior leadership and other staff members. This position is ideal for someone

who believes in adapting to the needs of each child and is passionate about providing equal

learning opportunities.

Type of Person We're Looking For:

We're currently seeking a TEFL Teacher with QTS, PGCE, or equivalent qualification.

Experience teaching English as a foreign language is essential, with additional experience

teaching abroad being a bonus but not mandatory. We're looking for individuals who

possess the qualities of being caring, committed, positive, resilient, and fun, as these traits

are integral to creating a supportive learning environment for our students.

About the School:

Join our dedicated team in a specialist environment catering to students who struggle

within mainstream education. Our school provides excellent facilities and an environment

that encourages diverse teaching approaches. You'll have the opportunity to work alongside a

welcoming team of educators committed to making a positive impact on students' lives.

Why the Role is Great:

This role offers a fantastic opportunity for someone who wants to work in an environment

where they can truly make a difference. You'll have the freedom to express your

knowledge and implement your unique teaching style while collaborating with an amazing

team of educators. Together, we'll ensure that every student receives the support and

encouragement they need to thrive.



Training Provided/Induction:

Upon joining, you'll receive a comprehensive induction to prepare you for your role. Ongoing

support and development opportunities are available to ensure your continued growth and

success within our team.

Interview Process:

To apply, complete a comprehensive application and vetting form. Following this, you'll meet

with the head teacher on-site for an interview lasting no longer than 45 minutes. Full vetting

will be completed before your official start date.

If you're ready to inspire and empower students through English language learning, apply

now!

Apply Now
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